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SUMMARY
To track and control self-location, animals integrate their movements through space. Representations of self-
location are observed in the mammalian hippocampal formation, but it is unknown if positional representa-
tions exist in more ancient brain regions, how they arise from integrated self-motion, and by what pathways
they control locomotion. Here, in a head-fixed, fictive-swimming, virtual-reality preparation, we exposed
larval zebrafish to a variety of involuntary displacements. They tracked these displacements and, many sec-
onds later, moved toward their earlier location through corrective swimming (‘‘positional homeostasis’’).
Whole-brain functional imaging revealed a network in the medulla that stores a memory of location and in-
duces an error signal in the inferior olive to drive future corrective swimming. Optogenetically manipulating
medullary integrator cells evoked displacement-memory behavior. Ablating them, or downstream olivary
neurons, abolished displacement corrections. These results reveal a multiregional hindbrain circuit in verte-
brates that integrates self-motion and stores self-location to control locomotor behavior.
INTRODUCTION

Many animals keep track of where they are in their environment.1

Self-location information is important for many behaviors,2 such

as efficiently returning to safe locations after visiting unknown

and potentially dangerous areas, revisiting food-rich areas,

and avoiding foraging in food-poor areas. These navigational

abilities are thought to be supported by neural representations

of self-location3–7 in the hippocampus of mammals8–10 or its ho-

molog in fish,11–13 entorhinal cortex,14,15 and retrosplenial cor-

tex,16 as well as by representations of heading in subcortical

neural integrators17–19 and the central complex of Drosophila

melanogaster.20–22

Self-localization relies upon multiple cues, including environ-

mental and proprioceptive sensations generated by self-move-

ment.23–29 Navigational behaviors in ants,30 mammals,31,32 and

fruit flies33 involve a fundamental neural computation called

path integration, whereby animals estimate their location by inte-

grating their movements. An important cue for path integration is

optic flow because the speeds and directions of motion signals

across the retina provide information about an animal’s motion

through its environment.34–40 Extracting self-velocity from optic

flow arising from self-generated movements (e.g., swimming,

walking, and flying) and movements imposed by the environment

(e.g., fish moved by water flow or birds by wind) and integrating it
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over time41 produces a representation of how much and in which

direction an animal has moved. In mammals, path integration is

thought to rely on computations in entorhinal networks that

combine multimodal information.5,15,29,42,43 However, unknown

positional integrators could contribute to goal-directed behavior.

Unexpected circuits have been difficult to discover because

neuroscience typically relies on recordings from cells in prese-

lected brain regions that cover a small fraction of all neurons in

the brain. We therefore sought to identify complete navigational

circuits in larval zebrafish (Danio rerio), frommotion integrators to

premotor centers, by imaging and analyzing the entire brain at

cellular resolution during a behavior that relies on self-localiza-

tion. Access to over 100,000 neurons per animal revealed brain

regions that had not been known to be involved in self-localiza-

tion, leading to the discovery of a multiregional hindbrain circuit

mediating a transformation from velocity, through displacement

memory, to behavior.

We studied a behavior in which larval zebrafish remember past

displacements to maintain their approximate location in space.

Fish can turn and swim toward water flow via mechanosensory

rheotaxis behavior44,45 and the visual optomotor (OMR)

response.36-38,46,47 However, it is unknown whether they track

their location over long timescales and usememorized positional

information to bias future swimming, allowing them to move

closer to their earlier location. Such capabilities can be
ber 22, 2022 ª 2022 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Inc. 5011
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ethologically critical because larval zebrafish swim intermit-

tently48,49 and are moved by currents during rest, potentially

into dangerous locations. Here, we demonstrate that larval ze-

brafish counteract unintended displacements by altering their

future swimming to later return to the locations where they would

have been without the displacement (a behavior we term posi-

tional homeostasis) and uncover its neural implementation in a

multiregional circuit in the hindbrain. This circuit involves the infe-

rior olive (IO) and cerebellum, thereby connecting self-localiza-

tion and olivocerebellar motor control.50 Thismultiregional circuit

has potential anatomical and functional homologs in mammals

and may interact with other known representations of self-loca-

tion. This work establishes the vertebrate hindbrain as a neural

control center for behaviors requiring navigation.

RESULTS

Zebrafish counteract past involuntary displacements
over tens of seconds
When landmarks are not available, accurate positional homeosta-

sis requires path integration, which combines the direction and

magnitude of instantaneous velocity over prolonged time periods

to compute overall displacement. We exploited a well-known

behavior, in whichmany fish species swim against water currents.

Larval zebrafish exposed to various virtual currents can approxi-

mately steady their location in space, despite swimming only a

fraction of the time (e.g., Figure S1A; a swim bout lasts �100–

400 ms with gaps of a second or longer between bouts). Fish

swam and controlled their visual feedback in a closed-loop, one-

dimensional, virtual-reality (VR) environment51 with fine stripes or

random visual patterns (Figure 1A). Larval zebrafish swim forward

when they perceive forward visual motion,38,46 thereby reducing

their net displacement in environments with water currents that

would otherwise move them backward (Figure 1B).

Based on this innate behavior, we constructed a behavioral

assay to test if fish have an internal representation of self-loca-

tion (Figure 1C). This assay is based on the idea that if a fish’s

location is unexpectedly changed (e.g., by environmental factors

like a sudden stream of water), fish may correct for it by swim-

ming back to their earlier location. If they do so robustly, then

finding a representation of location in their brainmay be possible.

In each trial, the fish started at a specific zero-location, which

was determined by the fish itself during a preceding period in

which it swam in VR (see below). Next, its position was changed

in a "pre-displacement period" to a location determined by one

of several pre-programmed trajectories that the fish could not

control52 (ending in a total displacement multiple times its

�4 mm body length). These trajectories were chosen so that

the fish would swim little, or not at all, by using only short periods

of translation and limiting how much the fish was displaced

backward (fish may require a threshold displacement before

they start corrective swimming). A "zero pre-displacement tra-

jectory" was the baseline for comparison. The fish was then

held at the same location for several seconds in a "delay period."

Both the pre-displacement and the delay periods are in open

loop, so that if a fish does swim, it does not trigger any motion

through VR. In the subsequent "swim response period," the

fish was exposed to a prolonged virtual backward current and
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free to swim forward in a closed loop, such that swimming trig-

gered forward motion through VR. Although fish cannot swim

backward in VR, with backward flow, they can choose to reposi-

tion backward or forward depending on how much they swim.

The balance between backward flow velocity and the amount

of forward swimming determined the fish’s final position. This

final position formed the starting position of the next trial; hence,

the starting location of each trial was determined by the fish.

We asked whether fish compensated for pre-displacement by

analyzingwhether the swim-period trajectory convergedwith the

zero-displacement trajectory or remained separated by the

amount of earlier passive displacement. For instance, a fish

simulated as a memoryless control system that only responds

to instantaneous visual flow could swim to counteract the mo-

tion, but average trajectories for forward-, zero-, and backward

pre-displacement trials would remain separated (Figure 1D,

top). In contrast, a fish simulated as a control systemwith perfect

spatial memory (a type of proportional-integral-derivative [PID]

controller53; STAR Methods) could respond to flow but also

swim to cancel earlier displacements. Thus, average trajectories

for forward, zero, and backward pre-displacements would

converge (Figure 1D, bottom). In real fish, swim trajectories

approximately converged: after forward or backward pre-dis-

placements, on average, fish reached locations consistent with

zero pre-displacement trajectories after about 10 s of swimming

(Figures 1E and 1F; Figures S1B and S1C). Because the trajec-

tories continue to converge until the end of the 10-s swim period

after the 5-s delay period, this result implies that fish retain an ac-

curate memory of the pre-displacement for at least 15 s.

Trajectory convergence was a robust feature of fish behavior

that occurred in a wide range of experimental protocols. For

example, fish were able to correct for more complex pre-dis-

placements, such as multiple displacements or displacements

of different durations (Figures S1D–S1G). They also corrected

for pseudo-random forward and backward trajectories followed

by a swim period that was broken in two (Figures 1G and 1H), so

that the convergence continued over 20 s. Behavioral effects

induced by pre-displacements included modulation of response

time and swim vigor in the swim period (Figures S1H–S1J). Tra-

jectories also converged following a change in motosensory

gain, showing that fish use visual flow for positional homeostasis

even when swim outcomes (amount of translation per unit of

swimming) are altered, consistent with visually driven path inte-

gration (Figures S1K–S1N). Trajectories also converged if the

flow velocity during the swim periodwas different from the veloc-

ity of the pre-displacement (Figures S2A–S2C). Furthermore, tra-

jectory convergence could occur whether or not fish swam prior

to the swim period (Figure S2D). Trajectory convergence did not

require landmarks nor did it require the visual scene to remain

visible during the delay period (Figure S2E). Thus, fish integrate

visual flow into a representation of location change and correct

for unintended location changes by altered swimming, with loca-

tion memories persisting longer than 20 s.

Fish showed slow forward or backward positional drift during

the closed-loop swim period in all trial types (Figures S3A and

S4A). Such drift may be due tomotivated behaviors that are inde-

pendent of positional stabilization, but drift can also occur in con-

trol systems that are targeted at positional stabilization (Figures



Figure 1. Larval zebrafish track their spatial location and correct for unintended displacements

(A) Experimental setup: larval zebrafish fictively swimming in a virtual reality environment.

(B) Fish swim in response to virtual flow so that their net displacement is smaller than the passive displacement. Dashed lines show passive displacements here

and in later figures.

(C) Experimental design: fish undergo one of various forced trajectories (blue pre-displacement period). After a delay period (white), they can correct for the pre-

displacement by swimming the correct amount against a virtual flow in ‘‘closed loop’’ (yellow swim period).

(D) Simulated fish behavior showing two classes of outcomes. If average trajectories during forward versus backward pre-displacements converge during the

swim period, it implies fish have memory of self-location.

(E) Example fish behavior in pre-displacement experiment. Average trajectories for the three trial types approximately converge at�5 s, showing that this fish has

memory of pre-displacement. (Shaded regions, SEM in all panels.)

(F) Trajectories (8 fish) normalized and centered to zero pre-displacement trajectory converge at �10 s, indicating accurate memory of previous location shift.

(One-sample t test for final positions, ***p < 0.001, p = 7.3e�8 for backward pre-displacement, specified mean = �1; p = 6.3e�7 for forward pre-displacement,

specified mean = 1.)

(G) Assay to test integration during stochastic pre-displacements and to examine corrections made over two swim periods separated by a delay. This example

fish successfully corrects for stochastic pre-displacements; correction continues across two swim periods.

(H) Population data showing accurate correction distributed over both swim periods, i.e., 1D path integration of complex trajectories. (One-sample t test,

**p < 0.01, p = 0.0023 for forward pre-displacements at mid time point, ***p < 0.001, p = 2.5e�5 for backward pre-displacements at mid time point. p = 2.1e�7 for

forward pre-displacement at final time point, p = 5.8e�8 for backward pre-displacement at final time point. Data shown centered to average of trajectories that

integrate to zero.).
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Figure 2. Whole-brain activity maps reveal neural populations encoding self-location

(A) Virtual reality system for paralyzed zebrafish and light-sheet microscope for imaging whole-brain cellular activity.

(B) Example brain-wide activity following forward visual motion, just before swim initiation in Tg(elavl3:GCaMP6f) fish (Figure S5A for earlier and later time points).

Shown is the difference between imaging frames Ft� 1 and Ft normalized by baseline fluorescence, where Ft +1 are frames containing the first swim bouts

occurring after swim period onset.

(C) Fraction of neurons across the brain with significant correlation to pre-displacement direction as a function of elapsed time. At 17 s after the pre-displacement,

a fraction of neurons still encodes pre-displacement direction (shaded regions: SEM; arrow refers to time period used for analysis in (E); backward pre-

displacement is shorter than forward to limit swimming during pre-displacement).

(legend continued on next page)
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S4B–S4F). Inparticular, gradual drift is consistentwith aPID-style

control system inwhich aweighted sumof instantaneous velocity

and a ‘‘leaky’’ integral of velocity (i.e., position estimate) deter-

mine swimming (Figure S4B; see STAR Methods). In such sys-

tems, as the location memory slowly degrades, the effective

zero position of the system can shift forward or backward (see

STAR Methods for mathematical details; simulations in

Figures S4B–S4D). The precision of location memory is deter-

mined by the leakiness of velocity integration and is reflected in

trajectory convergence after different pre-displacements, where

greater convergence implies greatermemory (Figures S4C–S4F).

Positional drift can also occur if location memory is precise but

the fish has estimated its velocity incorrectly.54 In our formula-

tion, the fish is assumed to have perfect knowledge of the true

drift velocity, whereas in actuality, the velocity must be estimated

from visual information. Slow drift occurred more often in the

presence of the blue light sheet during imaging, suggesting

that drift may partially reflect noisy visual computations or an

imperfect relay of the velocity signal by the visual system that

leads to an underestimate of flow, as seen in other species.55

Regardless of the source of this slow drift, our mathematical

model and the observed trajectory convergence suggest that

fish have an accurate location memory consisting of a leaky ve-

locity integrator with a long time constant (Figure S4E).

Brainstem codes for self-location
To identify brain regions encoding self-location, we used whole-

brain light-sheet microscopy56–58 to record single-neuron activ-

ity using genetically encoded calcium indicators (Figures 2A and

2B; Figure S5A). To search for activity encoding displacements

that occurred many seconds ago, we exposed fish to a forward

or backward pre-displacement followed by a 17-s delay period.

We found neurons whose activity correlated with the positional

shift for the entire delay period (Figure 2C; STAR Methods), sug-

gesting that the brain persistently encodes past displacements.

To investigate location encoding and its transformation to

behavior, we analyzed whole-brain activity of fish in virtual reality

assays for (1) cell activity that correlated to position during the

entire trial (with 10-s pause; STAR Methods), (2) cell activity that

correlated with positional shifts in long delay periods (using 17-s
(D) Whole-brain map of neurons encoding self-location during pre-displacement

least 80% of time points are shown (STAR Methods). Color bar represents avera

(E) Map of neurons encoding self-location during long delay period (C). Cells with p

and 17 s are shown. Color bar represents averaged Spearman correlation coeffi

(F) Map of neurons whose activity at swim period onset (before first swim bout) p

correlation at first two time points in the swim period are shown. Color bar repre

(G) Combined maps of (D)–(F) listing brain areas containing neurons potentially i

(H) Numbers of identified neurons (cell segments) per fish per area encoding me

neurons predicting future distance swum in the swim period. (Error bars, SEM.)

(I) Dorsal hindbrain map of SLO-MO neurons and GABAergic neurons in Tg(e

GABAergic populations (white).

(J) Hybrid functional and anatomical tracing of SLO-MO neurites through sparse e

SLO-MO cell body activity to help distinguish neurites in sparse gad1b line, show

(K) Optogenetic activation SLO-MO (single neurons of any functional type; STAR

(see Figures S7K and S7L) shows IO neurons are inhibited during SLO-MO activ

(L) Local circuit diagram of hypothesized SLO-MO inhibition of IO (dashed line) an

cells, homologous to deep cerebellar nuclei).

(M) Hindbrain functional map of decreases in cell activity (color bar, relative dec

reduction in IO, cerebellum, anterior hindbrain (AHB), and non-stimulated SLO-M
delay as above), and (3) cells whose activity at swim period onset

correlated with how far the fish swam in the swim period (STAR

Methods). These analyses produced three whole-brain activity

maps (Figures 2D–2F) that were used to guide functional analyses

and perturbation experiments to pinpoint causal mechanisms.

The brain regions thus revealed were consistent across these

maps (Figure 2G). (Some consistency in the maps is expected

because the statistical measures used to construct them are

not independent.) The results from individual fish were largely

in agreement with the combined maps (Figures S5B–S5E). We

named the most populous cluster of neurons, in the dorsal hind-

brain, as Self-LOcation encoding Medulla Oblongata neurons

(SLO-MO; Figures 2D–2G). Smaller clusters were present in

the IO,60,61 cerebellum,61,62 dorsal raphe nucleus (DRN),63 the

area of the interpeduncular nucleus (IPN),19 and habenula

(Figures 2D–2G). The IPN and habenula clusters became uncor-

related to the pre-displacement at the end of the long (17 s) delay

period, and the habenula was not significantly correlated to

future swimming (Figures 2E and 2F). The pallium, which has

been proposed to contain the homologue of the hippocampus,13

in some fish contained activity that correlated to location, but this

was not consistent across animals (Figures S5B–S5E and S5H).

We quantified which of the remaining regions contained neurons

that correlated with pre-displacement memory or future swim

distance. SLO-MO contained most memory-correlating neu-

rons, along with a smaller number of neurons that correlated

with future swim distance (Figure 2H). The inferior olive (IO)

and cerebellum also contained both types but hadmore neurons

correlated with future swimming (Figure 2H). The DRN contained

both types in similar amounts (Figure 2H), although it encoded

forward but not backward pre-displacements (Figure S5H). For

comparison, we found neither neuron type with similarly long-

timescale integration in optic tectum (OT) or pretectum (PT) (Fig-

ure 2H).40,64–66 Thus, the analysis of whole-brain functional data

provides a specific set of brain areas for further investigation.

These response properties led us to hypothesize that a SLO-

MO⇢IO➝Cb pathway underlies the transformation from dis-

placements to corrective future swimming (⇢: functional

connection;➝: knownmonosynaptic connection). To investigate

SLO-MO’s cell types and functional connections, we used
, delay, and swim periods. Cells with p < 0.005 for Spearman correlation in at

ged Spearman correlation coefficient to location.

< 0.005 for Spearman correlation to self-location at every time point between 7

cient of all time points.

redicts total distance swum in swim period. Cells with p < 0.005 for Spearman

sents averaged Spearman correlation coefficient.

nvolved in self-localization.

mory of location during pre-displacement and delay periods, and numbers of

lavl3:GCaMP6f; gad1b:RFP) showing strong overlap between SLO-MO and

xpression in Tg(gad1b:Gal4; UAS:GCaMP6f) using fluorescence correlation to

ing innervation of IO (STAR Methods).

Methods) using CoChR59 in Tg(gad1b:Gal4; UAS:CoChR; elavl3:jRGECO1b)

ation, indicating functional connection consistent with GABAergic inhibition.

d known circuitry from IO to Cb cell types (Pk, Purkinje cells; Eur, eurydendroid

rease DF/F) during SLO-MO activation (one neuron at a time) showing activity

O cells.
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transgenic fish lines with GCaMP6f67 or jGCaMP7f68 expressed

in all neurons and a red co-label in cells with specified neuro-

transmitters. Most SLO-MO cells were GABAergic (Figure 2I).

To trace their projections, we expressed GCaMP in a sparse

subset of GABAergic neurons and imaged them in the pre-

displacement assay. By correlating imaged voxels withDF/F sig-

nals from functionally identified SLO-MO cells, we identified pro-

jections to the area of IO dendrites69 (Figure 2J), suggesting that

SLO-MO may monosynaptically inhibit IO. To test for functional

coupling, we optogenetically stimulated functionally identified

SLO-MO cells while imaging IO cells and found that IO activity

was inhibited when SLO-MO was stimulated (Figure 2K). Thus,

SLO-MO, IO, and thereby cerebellum are functionally connected

(Figure 2L). We hypothesize that these regions contain the core

circuit underlying the representation of self-displacement and

its transformation to corrective locomotion. Whole-hindbrain im-

aging during SLO-MO stimulation (Figure 2M) revealed inhibited

cells in the IO, cerebellum, and anterior hindbrain (AHB). IO and

cerebellum are involved in sensorimotor control,70–72 and AHB

codes sensorimotor cues relevant for OMR behavior35-37,73;

hence, this result raises the possibility that modulation of IO ac-

tivity by SLO-MO cells allows fish to combine memories of past

positional shifts with responses to new visual flow.

To investigate the transformation from memory to action, we

first analyzed how SLO-MO activity represents self-location in

the pre-displacement assay. Two broad neuron classes con-

tained information about fish location (Figure 3A): activity in one

class persistently increased following backward pre-displace-

ment (Figure 3B), whereas activity in the other increased following

forward pre-displacement (Figure 3C). (This persistent activity far

outlasted the �2 s decay time constant of the calcium indicator.)

Even during zero pre-displacement trials, many neurons had

nontrivial dynamics, such as ramping up or ramping up then

down, during the delay period (Figures 3B and 3C, black traces;

any apparent response at the start of the delay period of the

top-left cell in Figure 3B is likely coincidental, as other cells gener-

ally do not show such a pattern). Relative to this zero-displace-

ment activity, activity of the first neuron class increased when

fishwere displaced backward (Figure 3B, bottom), whereas activ-

ity of the second class did the opposite (Figure 3C, bottom).

Average activity over SLO-MO cells in these classes showed

that location encoding decays slowly over about 20 s

(Figures 3B and 3C, bottom). Visualized in dimensionally reduced

principal-component space, trial-averaged SLO-MO population

trajectories split into three branches, corresponding to backward,

zero, and forward pre-displacement trials, which remained sepa-

rated during the delay period, then converged during the swim

period as fish trajectories converged, and returned to near the

starting point (Figure 3D; Figures S6A and S6B). The zero-pre-

displacement trajectory is not stationary during the delay period

because of the nontrivial dynamics of SLO-MO. Swimming

affected these dynamics, as SLO-MO cells showed a transient

decrease in activity during swimming but returned to normal

activity levels a few seconds later (Figures S6C–S6F). This

robust pre-displacement encoding is reminiscent of attractor

dynamics.74

Thus, representations of position are encoded within neural

activity. Across nine fish (1,347 SLO-MO neurons), SLO-MO
5016 Cell 185, 5011–5027, December 22, 2022
cell activity correlated to fish location for over 15 s after displ-

acement (Figure 3E; Figures S6E and S6F). Such persistent cor-

relations were absent in two control neuronal populations: (1)

motor-correlated hindbrain neurons on trials where the fish did

not swim during the pre-displacement and delay periods (Fig-

ure 3F) and (2) pretectal neurons (Figure 3G). Persistent effects

of displacement were also visible in average activity of for-

ward/backward-tunedneural populations acrossfish (Figure 3H).

SLO-MO neurons also represented location during more com-

plex random trajectories (Figure 3I) and other trajectory types

(Figures S6G–S6J), showing that they integrate velocity into a

representation of position across a large range of velocity pro-

files, and this integrated value persists for many seconds in the

absence or presence of swimming. This relationship is also

visible at the single-spike level (Figure S6K). SLO-MO activity

typically decreases during the swim period (Figure S3B), consis-

tent with the convergence of the average trajectories. However,

SLO-MO decay can also occur when drift causes the fish’s posi-

tion to change, which suggests that the slow positional drift does

not get encoded in SLO-MO due to the integration leak or sen-

sory noise. Cells in the SLO-MO region could encode sideways

shifts (Figure 3J), suggesting that the population code general-

izes to 2D locations in space. We conclude that across a variety

of trajectory types, SLO-MO neurons persistently encode self-

location.

SLO-MO position-encoding coexists with complex back-

ground dynamics, including spontaneous ramping and decay

dynamics (Figures 3B and 3C) and transient behavior encoding

(Figures S6C–S6F). We wondered whether a simple fixed

decoder could nevertheless read out fish location. We trained

a set of linear decoders that predicted a fish’s location as a

weighted sum of its neuronal activity at a given time (Figure 4A).

Each linear decoder predicted fish location during random mo-

tion sequences and the delay period (Figures 4B and 4C, all on

held-out trials). Decoding fidelity decreased over time (compare

Figure 4D left to right). For comparison, decoders trained on vi-

sual midbrain neurons performed poorly (Figure 4E). The

decoder could predict activity on individual trials (Figure 4F),

including during swim periods where the fish controlled its posi-

tion. Decoding was accurate across the fish population during

(Figure 4G) and at the end of trials (Figure 4H, 20 s after the initial

displacement). Thus, SLO-MO activity robustly encoded fish

location based on integrated optic flow.

SLO-MO integrates motion, is necessary for positional
homeostasis, and changes future locomotion
We used two-photon ablation to test whether SLO-MO neurons

are necessary for the neural and behavioral memory of displace-

ments (Figure 5A). To do so, we imaged responses to pre-dis-

placements, used online analysis to identify SLO-MO neurons

(STAR Methods75) and ablated either all SLO-MO neurons iden-

tified as positively encoding a backward pre-displacement or all

neurons positively encoding a forward pre-displacement at

single-cell resolution (Figures S7A–S7C). Despite some topog-

raphy, in most fish, these functional populations were inter-

mingled, bilateral, and in close proximity (e.g., Figure 5B; Fig-

ure S7E, inset). Ablating either population disabled the

persistence of visual responses in the other (Figures 5B and



Figure 3. SLO-MO neuronal activity encodes self-location

(A) Location of neurons with increasing activity following backward (yellow) versus forward (magenta) pre-displacement in example fish.

(B) Examples (top) and average (bottom, with DF/F during no-displacement trials subtracted) of neurons with increasing activity following backward pre-

displacement. (Shaded regions: SEM in all panels; here, 2 s forward or 1 s backward pre-displacements.)

(C) Examples (top) and averages (bottom) of neurons with increasing activity following forward pre-displacement.

(D) Principal-component analysis embedding of SLO-MO population activity. Trajectories remain separated throughout delay period, gradually converge and

return toward the starting point during swim period.

(E) SLO-MO neuron activity across 9 fish (1,347 cell segments) sorted by Spearman correlation, showing consistent correlation to self-location across trial types.

(F and G) For comparison, lack of correlation to self-location for cells with activity correlating to swim vigor, and for cells in pretectum that show visual encoding.

(H) Averages of DF/F (centered to zero pre-displacement, normalized in each fish) of positive- and negative-correlating neurons from (E).

(I) Encoding of self-location by SLO-MO neurons during complex trajectories (example fish).

(J) Encoding of sideways changes in self-location in SLO-MO neurons (example fish).
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5C). That is, visual responses in the remaining population were

still present after ablation, but they were no longer persistent

(Figure 5C; Figures S7D–S7G). This result suggests that integra-

tion of optic flow on timescales longer than �5 s occurs in SLO-

MO instead of being inherited from an upstream region and that

integration occurs via local connectivity within SLO-MO.76–79
Behaviorally, post-ablation fish no longer corrected for pre-dis-

placements in either direction (Figures 5D and 5E; Figure S7H),

no matter which population was ablated. Fish still responded

to visual flow (e.g., swimming in Figure 5D), and control ablations

of nearby non-SLO-MO neurons did not affect spatial memory

(Figure 5E). Thus, SLO-MO lesions abolish displacement
Cell 185, 5011–5027, December 22, 2022 5017



Figure 4. Decoding self-location from SLO-MO neuronal activity

(A) Schematic of self-location decoding from SLO-MO population activity (cartoon data).

(B) Decoding averages of complex location trajectories in pre-displacement and delay periods of stochastic displacement assay (dark gray: standard error [SEM],

light gray: standard deviation [SD]). (Fish icons enlarged, not to scale.)

(C) Decoding performance throughout pre-displacement period of example fish.

(D) Decoding performance at start, middle, and end of delay period across N = 6 fish, showing gradually declining performance as SLO-MOmemory decays over

many seconds (colors: SEM for each fish).

(E) Decoder trained on midbrain visual neurons performs poorly.

(F) Example decoding of single trials, including first swim period.

(G) Decoding self-location during entire trial across N = 7 fish, r = 0.54, p < 0.01.

(H) Performance of decoding self-location at end of swim period (at t = 20 s), r = 0.68, p < 0.01.
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memory older than�5 s. Although other integrators of visual mo-

tion on shorter timescales may persist after such lesions, we

conclude that SLO-MO integrates motion into persistent activity

for tens of seconds and is necessary to maintain displacement

memory longer than �5 s.

To test if SLO-MO activity influences future swimming, we op-

togenetically activated a subset of SLO-MO neurons (�3–7 per

fish) that all either encoded forward, or all encoded backward

pre-displacements with an activity increase (Figure 5F). After a

5-s delay, fish behavior during the swim period was altered as

if an actual displacement had occurred in the direction encoded

by the stimulated population (Figures 5G and 5H; Figures S7I and

S7J). Control stimulations of nearby non-SLO-MO GABAergic

neurons did not have such effects (Figure 5H, right). Thus, acti-
5018 Cell 185, 5011–5027, December 22, 2022
vation of SLO-MO subpopulations mimics the behavioral effects

of true displacement memory. Moreover, a transient optogenetic

pulse led to long-lasting behavior effects, reinforcing the conclu-

sion that path integration contributes to the computation of

displacement memories in SLO-MO because there are no sus-

tained cues that could mimic environmental landmarks. Based

on this result and the near-complete elimination of memory after

SLO-MO ablation, we conclude that SLO-MO is a major locus of

spatial location memory in our behavioral assays.

IO is modulated by SLO-MO and is necessary for
positional homeostasis
To probe the relationship between SLO-MO and IO activity, we

used dual-color functional imaging to simultaneously record



Figure 5. SLO-MO is necessary for location memory and changes future locomotion

(A) Two-photon laser ablation of selected functionally identified SLO-MO neurons in Tg(elavl3:GCaMP6f) fish.

(B) Ablating either population (example shown here: ablation of backward pre-displacement tuned cells) abolishes pre-displacement memory capacity of the

entire population but leaves short-timescale sensory responses intact (C), suggesting integration through local connectivity within SLO-MO.

(C) Following ablation of one functional population (here, forward displacement tuned neurons), SLO-MO responses of the remaining population (here, backward-

tuned neurons) remain visually responsive but lose their persistence. (Shaded regions: SEM in all panels.)

(D) Ablating neurons tuned positively to forward pre-displacement abolishes positional homeostasis in an example fish.

(E) Population data showing consistent abolishment of positional homeostasis across N = 6 fish after ablation of either the forward or the backward pre-

displacement encoding population, but not for nearby control neurons. (One-sample t test, ***p < 0.001, p < 2.5e�5 for all pre-ablation, **p < 0.01, p = 3.8e�3 for

backward pre-displacements after control ablation, p = 6.4e�2 for forward pre-displacements after control ablation, n.s. p > 0.05. Error bars: SEM in all panels.).

(F) Stimulation setup for activating functionally identified SLO-MO populations using optogenetics in Tg(gad1b:Gal4; UAS:CoChR; elavl3:jRGECO1b) fish.

(G) Optogenetic activation of backward pre-displacement encoding neurons (green) causes increased swimming 5–10 s later, and activation of forward pre-

displacement encoding neurons (magenta) causes decreased swimming. Control cells that do not encode location do not affect swimming. Inset: manually

shifted trajectories to illustrate the similarity to behavior with visual pre-displacements.

(H) Population data showing consistent increases or decreases in swim distance following stimulation of neurons encoding backward or forward pre-dis-

placements. (15 fish, one-sample t test, ***p < 0.001, p = 4.9e�4 for stimulation of backward-tuned SLO-MO cells, p = 2.1e�6 for stimulation of forward-tuned

SLO-MO cells, n.s. p > 0.05, p = 0.15 for stimulation of control cells.).
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activity in IO neurons and in SLO-MO projections to the IO

(Figures 6A and 6B). We identified an anatomical organization

of functionally defined SLO-MO projections: SLO-MO activity
elicited by backward pre-displacements activated SLO-MO

neurites near the medial part of the IO, whereas SLO-MO activity

elicited by forward pre-displacements activated SLO-MO
Cell 185, 5011–5027, December 22, 2022 5019



Figure 6. IO is functionally downstream of SLO-MO and necessary for positional homeostasis

(A) Imaging projections from SLO-MO in IO area in Tg(gad1b:Gal4; UAS:GCaMP6f; elavl3:H2B-jRGECO1b). The gad1b channel shows anatomical segregation of

projections of SLO-MOneurons that encode forward pre-displacements (projections tomedial IO) versus backward pre-displacements (projections to lateral IO).

Magenta (yellow) stands for forward-pre-displacement-positive (backward-pre-displacement-positive) SLO-MO cells.

(B) Imaging IO neurons (same fish as in A; pan-neuronal channel shown) showing segregation of neurons responding positively to forward pre-displacements

(medial IO) versus backward pre-displacements (lateral IO)—the reciprocal of (A), consistent with inhibition of IO by SLO-MO axons. Magenta (yellow) stands for

forward displacements (backward displacements) of fish in VR.

(legend continued on next page)
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neurites near the lateral IO (Figure 6A). The IO showed comple-

mentary responses: medial IO was more active during forward

pre-displacements, and lateral IO was more active during back-

ward pre-displacements (Figure 6B), consistent with anatomi-

cally organized inhibition of IO neurons by SLO-MO inputs

(Figure 6C).

IO activity encoded fish location: backward displacements

were followed by persistent decreases in activity in medial IO

cells, and forward displacements by decreases in lateral IO ac-

tivity (Figure 6D). Encoding displacement through decreases in

activity suggests these IO neurons have a high baseline firing

rate relative to those in mammals.80 This activity pattern is

consistent with a nonlinear response to segregated inhibitory

SLO-MO input (Figure 6E). Fish location could thus be decoded

from IO activity by taking a weighted difference between medial

and lateral activity (Figure 6F). This displacement signal is also a

positional error signal in the context of positional homeostasis,

where the goal is to minimize displacement. Because the IO is

known to project to the cerebellum,69 a region involved in motor

control, we hypothesized that IO activity modulates swimming to

implement positional homeostasis.

If IO neurons determine the behavioral response, IO activity

should predict properties of future behavior. We constructed a

linear predictor of response time from IO responses to forward

visual motion before swimming (the first two imaging frames af-

ter flow onset). This model accurately predicted variability in

response times from variability in IO activity (Figure 6G).81 Lateral

IOwas positively correlated with fast responses, whereasmedial

IO was positively correlated with slow responses (Figure S7M),

indicating that SLO-MO-encoded memory suppresses several

distinct IO-cerebellum sensorimotor pathways that differentially

affect different types of swimming behavior.

To test the causal role of IO in future swimming, we ablated IO

neurons at single-cell precision using two-photon laser ablation

(Figure 6H). Post-ablation fishwere no longer able to perform po-

sitional homeostasis (Figures 6I and 6J), although they still re-

sponded to the stimulus (e.g., swim traces in Figure 6I). Where

intact fish resemble the model fish with memory (Figure 1D, bot-

tom), fish with ablated IO resemble the memoryless model fish
(C) Hypothesized connectivity between SLO-MO and IO based on (A) and (B).

(D) Time courses of IO responses to location changes. Medial IO is persistently s

ments. Lateral IO is persistently suppressed relative to no pre-displacement follow

the end of the previous swim period (example fish, population data shown in Fig

(E) Schematic of location coding in IO versus SLO-MO and connectivity.

(F) Fish location can be decoded from instantaneous IO activity by taking the dif

(G) Predicting time of first swim bout during the swim period from IO activity at

predicted, consistent with premotor role of IO.

(H) Schematic of two-photon IO cell ablation.

(I) Example fish positional homeostasis before IO ablation showing intact location

memory.

(J) Population data before and after IO ablation, showing consistent loss of ability

instantaneous flow, but memory expression is lost. Thus, IO is necessary for self-

rank test, **p < 0.01, p = 7.6e�3.)

(K) Diagram of simplified control system for positional homeostasis, also used to

(L) Diagram of hypothesized brain-wide functional circuit. Dotted gray lines: intera

the discovered multiregional hindbrain circuit that mediates location memory.

candidate visual and premotor regions. Round head arrows, inhibitory connection

oblongata neurons. Colors correspond to the annotations in (M).

(M) Approximate anatomical locations of circuit elements diagrammed in (L).
(Figure 1D, top). To control for potential damage to SLO-MO

caused by the laser being focused near its axons, we inspected

SLO-MO activity after IO ablation and found that it still encoded

fish location (Figures S7Q and S7R). This result also shows that

SLO-MO integration does not require a recurrent feedback loop

with the IO. Thus, although the IO is not required for the neural

memory trace itself, it is necessary for spatial memory to influ-

ence behavior.

We conclude that the control system in Figure 6K is imple-

mented through a neural representation of self-location in the

positional integrator SLO-MO that is inherited by the IO. The

known role of the IO in error signaling suggests an interpretation

of this modulation as a positional error signal. Our working multi-

regional circuit model underlying positional homeostasis is

summarized in Figure 6L (including putative connectivity from

the PT to the IO consistent with the control system40) and super-

imposed on the brain in Figure 6M. These results connect self-

localization with motor control at the circuit and algorithmic

levels.

DISCUSSION

Our results reveal a neural system for self-localization and asso-

ciated behavior in the vertebrate hindbrain and provide a circuit-

level, representational, and control-theoretic understanding of

its function. The underlying circuit computes self-location in

the dorsal brainstem by integrating optic flow to form a memory

of past displacements as the animal actively or passively

changes its location. This self-location representation is read

out by the IO, analogous to a long-lasting positional error

signal60,69,82–84—in which the displacement error reflects the dif-

ference between the fish’s original goal location and its current

position. This signal is transformed into locomotor output that

corrects for accumulated displacements over tens of seconds

or longer. This system functions in a closed-loop with dynamic

environments, and the environment-brain-behavior loop encom-

passes integration, neural representations of self-location,

and motor control. The positional integrator of visual self-

motion that we identified and named SLO-MO may operate
uppressed relative to no pre-displacement following backward pre-displace-

ing forward pre-displacements. The initial highDF/F levels are carried over from

ures S7N and S7O).

ference between medial and lateral IO signals.

onset of the swim period (before first bout) across 8 fish. Swim time can be

memory, and same fish after IO ablation showing a complete loss of location

to correct for positional shifts after ablation. Animals still swim in response to

location memory and accurate positional homeostasis. (9 fish, Wilcoxon sign-

simulate Figure 1D, bottom.

ctions between the brain and environment. Solid black lines: connectivity within

Dashed black lines: direct or indirect connections between this circuit and

s; PT, pretectum; IO, inferior olive; SLO-MO, spatial location encoding medulla
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independently and in parallel to circuits in the hippocampal for-

mation, or function as a building block for higher-order represen-

tations of self-location in the homologs of the hippocampal for-

mation. Indeed, although this result was not consistent across

animals and therefore did not appear in the combined brain

maps, in some fish, we observed location-encoding activity in

the pallium, which contains the evolutionary predecessor of the

hippocampus (Figure S5H). These results demonstrate the

need to consider brains at the holistic level and to unify systems

neuroscience concepts—such as self-localization and motor

control50,85—that are often studied separately.

We view the [visual]⇢[SLO-MO]➝[IO]➝[cerebellum]⇢[premo-

tor] circuit in the context of a brain-wide neural network architec-

ture (Figure 6M). On the visual side, neurons in the PT35-37,40

known to be responsive to optic flow may directly or indirectly

connect to SLO-MO neurons. On the premotor side, the cere-

bellum may recruit known descending control pathways in the

reticulospinal system and caudal hindbrain.86,87 In the middle,

persistence88 in SLO-MO may be supported by recurrent con-

nectivity, as suggested by the abolishment of persistence

following partial ablation of SLO-MO. Connectivity analyses

through electron microscopy89–91 and neuron morphology at-

lases92 are likely to clarify these unknowns.

The multiregional circuit described here may have homologs

across vertebrates, including mammals. In relation to mouse

neuroanatomy,93 we hypothesize that SLO-MO might overlap

with the homolog of the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi

(NPH),94,95 based on GABAergic cell type and functional connec-

tivity to IO,94,95 aswell as location relative to areaA296 (also known

asNE-MO52), the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS), and the fourth

ventricle97 (Figure S7S). Although the NPH has been studied in the

context of eye movements,94,95 it may play a role in navigation by

operating in parallel to—or eventually being read out by—hippo-

campal and entorhinal cortical circuits. This potential homology

also raises the possibility that SLO-MO integrates self-location

cues and eye movement signals,87 although no significant corre-

lations to the oculomotor or abducens nuclei were observed in our

data. Modern dense electrode arrays98 may help establish a

navigational function for NPH or uncover alternate mappings to

homologous circuits in mammalian hindbrain.

Positional homeostasis may be formalized through a ubiqui-

tous element of control theory,72,99 a PID controller minimizing

a displacement error over time. Such a controller implies that

locomotion is controlled by a combination of optic flow, its inte-

gral, and its derivative. Our results conceptualize SLO-MO as

representing the integral term, and the IO as representing a com-

bination of optic flow velocity and its integral (Figures 6K–6M). In

particular, Figures 6D–6F shows that IO represents the integral

and also responds transiently to velocity. By comparison to the

control theoretic description, this IO activity is analogous to the

sum of the P term (velocity) and the I term (integrated velocity).

Without the integral/SLO-MO, the abstract controller and actual

zebrafish become memoryless (Figures 1D top, 5C–5E, and 6H–

6J; Figure S7H). This result suggests a hierarchical circuit struc-

ture in which a memoryless network mediates the basic OMR

response,36 modulated by olivocerebellar pathways for behav-

ioral flexibility,72,81,100 which in turn are modulated by SLO-MO

pathways that introduce displacement memory. Cerebellar
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pathways may also be relevant for learned model-based con-

trol.72 These links between SLO-MO and the cerebellum may

allow positional homeostasis to be understood through the theo-

retical frameworks of cerebellum-mediated error signaling and

motor control.

Displacement memory is not only useful if fish are passively

moved by a current during rest and must correct for this motion

later: it is also useful when oscillating water induces back-and-

forth displacements that integrate to zero and do not need to

be corrected for. More generally, it allows fish to rest and

perform other behaviors while also correcting for passive dis-

placements without unnecessary effort (Figure S1A). The SLO-

MO to IO projections implement an elegantly simple readout of

the displacement memory. SLO-MO’s behavioral role likely ex-

tends beyond one-dimensional positional homeostasis. For

example, a three-dimensional representation of self-displace-

ment and rotation would help zebrafish to effectively navigate

in their natural flowing aquatic environment, which could be

studied in freely swimming animals.101,102 SLO-MO may

contribute to this ethologically relevant computation, as our

data show that sideways virtual displacements of the fish also

elicited long-timescale population activity patterns in SLO-MO

(Figure 3J), and responses to visual rotations are also observed

in the IO.69 Slow responses to sideways motion are also found in

the AHB and PT,35,37 suggesting these areas may jointly mediate

the initial turns in the direction of flow before one-dimensional

positional homeostasis is triggered as animals face the flow.

Heading representations in the AHBmay help maintain the fish’s

orientation.19 Cells in this population project to the IPN, the area

of which contains position-encoding neurons (Figures 2D, 2G,

and S5H), potentially allowing for interactions between motor-

driven heading representations and visually driven spatial

representations. More generally, effective navigation requires

cohesive behavioral strategies that integrate the histories of sen-

sory experience, selected actions, and their behavioral out-

comes. The dynamics of SLO-MO neurons likewise reflect an

intricate interplay of sensory and motor variables and may be

modulated bymechanosensory feedback and vestibular signals.

Our results on location memory and positional homeostasis

support the idea that evolutionarily ancient brain regions

contribute centrally to higher-order behaviors, which is rapidly

gaining empirical support. For example, other elements of cogni-

tion, such as evidence accumulation,35,37,52 heading comp-

utation,19 and behavioral state switching,52,63,103–105 involve

dynamics in unexpected areas of the zebrafish brain, including

the hindbrain. Moreover, increasing evidence points to the

involvement of unexpected subcortical regions in higher-order

mouse behaviors.106 The idea that cognitive processes are

widely distributed across the nervous system aligns with the

evolutionary proposition that complex behaviors emerge, in

part, by building new circuits on top of ancient brain structures

that perform related computations.107 Brain-wide surveys of

neural activity may thus be critical for determining the mecha-

nisms of distributed cognitive function.

Limitations of the study
In our experiments, the zebrafish are paralyzed and swim in a

one-dimensional VR environment. A full characterization of the
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function of the SLO-MO-IO-cerebellum circuit would benefit

from recording and analyzing the circuit in freely swimming fish

in three-dimensional flowing aquatic environments.101,102 Such

studies would also address other limitations of the current study

by including potential integration of eye movement, vestibular,

proprioceptive, and other signals in circuits that might overlap

with SLO-MO. It would likewise be interesting to examine how

landmarks affect positional homeostasis and neural activity in

SLO-MO and find out whether they would enable the animals

to truly stabilize their location by eliminating the slow drift in

fish position that we observed here. As discussed above, this

gradual drift is consistent with a PID control system with leaky

positional integration and/or errors in the inference of velocity.

Nevertheless, drift might alternatively be due to behavioral

motivations occurring in parallel to positional homeostasis,

such as exploration,67,105 in which case positional homeostasis

may specifically function to reverse unintended (i.e., not self-

generated) position perturbations; more work is needed to eval-

uate this alternative. Additional work is also needed to identify

the connectivity of the multiregional circuit under study to other

navigational circuits, including upstream inputs to SLO-MO

and potential polysynaptic connections to forebrain structures

through electron microscopy connectomics.89–91 In addition to

helping establish homology to mammalian structures, such con-

nectivity analyses, in combination with transcriptomics or prote-

omics to establish the molecular makeup of SLO-MO cells,

would also inform circuit models required for understanding

the mechanistic origin of the long timescale integration and

possible attractor dynamics in this circuit.
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REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Alpha-Bungarotoxin Sigma-Aldrich Cat# B137

Experimental models: Organisms/strains

Tg(elavl3:GCaMP6f)jf1 Janelia Research

Campus (JRC)67
N/A

Tg(elavl3:jGCaMP7f)jf96 JRC (this paper) N/A

Tg(elavl3:H2B-GCaMP6f)jf7 JRC67 N/A

Tg(elavl3:H2B-jGCaMP7f)jf90 JRC (this paper) N/A

Tg(elavl3:jRGECO1b)jf17 JRC108 N/A

Tg(Gad1b:Gal4)jf49;Tg(UAS:GCaMP6f)jf46 JRC52 N/A

Tg(Gad1b:Gal4)jf49;Tg(UAS:jGCaMP6f)jf46;

Tg(elavl3:H2B-jRGECO1a)jf112
JRC (this paper) N/A

Tg(gad1b:Gal4)jf49; Tg(UAS:

CoChR-eGFP)jf44
JRC52 N/A

Tg(gad1b:Gal4)jf49;Tg(UAS:CoChR-

eGFP)jf44; Tg(elavl3:H2B-jRGECO1a)jf112
JRC (this paper) N/A

Tg(elavl3:ReaChR-TagRFP-T)jf10 JRC67 N/A

Software and algorithms

MATLAB MathWorks https://www.mathworks.com

ImageJ National Institutes

of Health

https://imagej.nih.gov/ij/

C# (.NET Framework 3.5)

(stimulus/behavior)

Microsoft https://docs.microsoft.com/

en-us/dotnet/csharp/

Cell segmentation and

component detection

This paper https://github.com/mikarubi/voluseg,

https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7341100

Python 3 Python https://www.python.org/

Motion correction and

fast linear regression

Freeman et al.109 https://github.com/nvladimus/

ZebrafishFunctionalMaps_Linear

Regression, https://doi.org/10.5281/

zenodo.7341070

Thunder package Freeman et al.109 https://doi.org/10.1038/nmeth.3041
RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to the corresponding author Misha B. Ahrens

(ahrensm@janelia.hhmi.org).

Materials availability
Transgenic zebrafish will be deposited on ZIRC or made available directly to requesting laboratories.

Data and code availability
d Imaging and behavioral data reported in this study are available upon request.

d The python code of the data processing pipeline is available at (https://github.com/nvladimus/ZebrafishFunctionalMaps_

LinearRegression) and uses the Thunder package which can be downloaded at http://thunder-project.org. The volumetric seg-

mentation pipeline is available at https://github.com/mikarubi/voluseg.

d Any additional information required to reanalyze the data reported is available from the lead contact upon request.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

Zebrafish
All experiments presented in this study were conducted according to the animal research guidelines fromNIH and were approved by

the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee and Institutional Biosafety Committee of Janelia Research Campus. All larvae were

reared at 14:10 light-dark cycles according to standard protocols at 28.5C.110 Zebrafish from 5 to 7 dpf were fed rotifers and used for

experiments. Zebrafish sex cannot be determined until �3 weeks post-fertilization,111 so experimental animals’ sex was unknown.

Transgenesis
Transgenic zebrafish larvae were in casper or nacre background.112 The fish lines TgBAC(glyt2:loxP-DsRed-loxP-GFP), Satou

et al.,113 TgBAC(slc17a6b:loxP-DsRed-loxP-GFP), Satou et al.114 and Tg(gad1b:loxP-RFP-loxP-Gal4)jf99 were all used without

Cre-mediated recombination and referred to as Tg(glyt2:dsRed), Tg(vGlut2a:dsRed) and Tg(gad1b:dsRed) respectively.

The fish lines Tg(elavl3:GCaMP6f)jf1, Tg(elavl3:H2B-GCaMP6f)jf7, Tg(elavl3:ReaChR-TagRFP-T)jf10, and Tg(elavl3:jRGECO1b)jf17

are described in Dunn et al.,67 Vladimirov et al.,75 and Dana et al.108 Tg(Gad1b:Gal4)jf49, (UAS:GCaMP6f)jf46 and Tg(gad1b:Gal4)jf49,

(UAS:CoChR-eGFP)jf44 are described in Mu et al.52

Tg(elavl3:jGCaMP7f)jf96, Tg(elavl3:H2B-jGCaMP7f)jf90, Tg(elavl3:H2B-jRGECO1a)jf112 lines were generated with the Tol2 system115

and published jGCaMP7f and jRGECO1a constructs.68,108

For imaging of neural activity we used transgenic zebrafish lines expressing:

d Cytosolic GCaMP6f, Tg(elavl3:GCaMP6f)jf1 (Dunn et al.67)

d Cytosolic jGCaMP7f, Tg(elavl3:jGCaMP7f)jf96 (this paper)

d Nuclear-localized GCaMP6f, Tg(elavl3:H2B-GCaMP6f)jf7 (Dunn et al.67)

d Nuclear-localized jGCaMP7f, Tg(elavl3:H2B-jGCaMP7f)jf90 (this paper)

d Cytosolic jRGECO, Tg(elavl3:jRGECO1b)jf17 (Dana et al.108)

d Tg(Gad1b:Gal4)jf49;Tg(UAS:GCaMP6f)jf46 (Mu et al.52)

d Tg(Gad1b:Gal4)jf49;Tg(UAS:jGCaMP6f)jf46;Tg(elavl3:H2B-jRGECO1a)jf112 (this paper)

For neurotransmitter identity determination we used:

d Tg(vGlut2a:dsRed) - (TgBAC(slc17a6b:loxP-DsRed-loxP-GFP), Satou et al.114)

d Tg(glyt2:dsRed) - (TgBAC(glyt2:loxP-DsRed-loxP-GFP), Satou et al.113)

d Tg(gad1b:dsRed) - (Tg(gad1b:loxP-RFP-loxP-Gal4)jf99) (Kler et al.116)

For optogenetic stimulations we used:

d Tg(gad1b:Gal4)jf49; Tg(UAS:CoChR-eGFP)jf44 (Mu et al.52)

d Tg(gad1b:Gal4)jf49; Tg(UAS:CoChR-eGFP)jf44; Tg(elavl3:H2B-jRGECO1a)jf112 (this paper)

d Tg(elavl3:ReaChR-TagRFP-T)jf10 (Dunn et al.67)
METHOD DETAILS

Light-sheet microscopy
The design of our light-sheet microscope and behavior setup is as described earlier.58,75 Briefly, the detection arm consisted of a

water-dipping detection objective (16x/0.8 NA, Nikon) mounted vertically on a piezo stage (Physik Instrumente), a tube lens and

an sCMOS camera (Orca Flash 4.0, Hamamatsu). The detection arm was equipped with a band-pass filter (525/50 nm, Semrock)

and long-pass filter (590 nm, Semrock) for separating GCaMP and RGECO fluorescence light from scattered 488 nm and 561 nm

laser light, respectively. Each of the two illumination arms consisted of an air illumination objective (4x/0.28 NA, Olympus) mounted

horizontally on a piezo stage, a tube lens, an f-theta lens and a pair of galvanometer scanners (Cambridge Technology). The scan

mirrors and f-theta lens scanned the collimated laser beam (488 nm / 561 nm) laterally and along the z-axis of the image space.

The excitation laser was rapidly turned off electronically every time the laser was scanned over the eye of the fish to avoid direct stim-

ulation of the retina.

Preparation of zebrafish for fictive behavior and imaging experiments
All animal handling procedures were done as previously described.63,75 Larval zebrafish at 6–7 dpf were paralyzed by immersion in

1 mg/ml alpha-bungarotoxin solution (Invitrogen) dissolved in external solution (in mM: 134 NaCl, 2.9 KCl, 2.1 CaCl2, 1.2 MgCl2, 10

HEPES, 10 glucose [pH 7.8]; 290 mOsm). Duration of immersion was empirically determined, ranging from 20 to 40 seconds. Once

paralyzed, the fish were embedded using 2% low-melting point agarose (Sigma-Aldrich Inc.) in a custom made chamber (designs

available upon request), with agarose removed from the animal to expose the tail (for electrophysiological recordings51) and head
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(for imaging). Extracellular recordings from the tail were made with borosillicate pipettes (TW150-3, World Precision Instruments)

pulled by a vertical puller (PC-10, Narishige) and shaped by amicroforge (MF-900, Narishige) to have a tip diameter of approximately

40 micrometers. Recordings were made using an Axon Multiclamp 700B amplifier in current clamp and acquired using National In-

struments DAQ boards. Signals were sampled at 6 kHz, and band-pass filtered with a 3 kHz/100 Hz low-pass/high-pass cutoff.

Behavioral assays and visual stimulus delivery
To identify swim bouts, signals were further processed by taking the local standard deviation in a sliding 10ms window, after which a

simple thresholding operation was used to identify swims. Signals were recorded and visual stimuli presented using custom software

written in C# (Microsoft). A diffusive plastic screenwas attached to the bottom of the chamber from the outside,�1 cmbelow the fish,

to allow image projections from below using a miniature projector (Sony Pico Mobile Projector; MP-CL1) connected to the behavior

acquisition and control computer.

Experiments were performed in 1D virtual environments consisting either of finely spaced (�2 mm thickness) red/black bars or

irregular random red/black patterns to image GCaMP fish; green/black gratings or patterns were used when imaging jRGECO1b

fish. Irregular patterns (Figures 1A and 1B) were generated by creating a 2DGaussian random phase noise and weighting it in Fourier

space with a weighting function proportional to 1/(freqx + freqy), inverse Fourier transforming it, scaling it to lie between 0 and 1, and

thresholding it at 0.32 and 0.68 to create noise patterns as in Figure 1B. These visual stimuli formed the patterns of a virtual track

through which fish swam, with periods of backward, stationary, and forward motion as described in Figure 1C and other figures de-

tailing the behavioral assays. Bout power was defined as the integrated windowed standard deviation of the electrical signal from the

tail recording as in Dunn et al.67

Imaging of neural activity
Whole brain imaging using light-sheet microscopy as in Figure 2 was performed using both lateral and frontal light-sheet illumination

arms on volumes spanning 300 mm along the dorso-ventral axis (61 z-planes, 5 mm intervals) and �800 and �500 mm along the lon-

gitudinal and lateral axes in Tg(elavl3:jGCaMP7f)jf1 fish; imaging of the hindbrain in Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 was performed using only the

lateral illumination arm on volumes with variable dimensions spanning the regions of interest, ranging from 400 to 600 mm along the

longitudinal axis. High-speed calcium imaging of SLO-MO neurons in Figure S6K was performed using Tg(Gad1b:Gal4;

UAS:GCaMP6f) by imaging a single plane around the SLO-MO cluster at 33 Hz in the light sheet microscope. High-speed calcium

imaging of IO neurons in Figures 6A, 6B, 6G, and S7M, was performed using Tg(Gad1b:Gal4)jf49; Tg(UAS:jGCaMP6f)jf46; Tg

(elavl3:H2B-jRGECO1a)jf112 by imaging 9 planes (45 mm thick in total) around IO clusters.

Neuron ablations
To ablate individual neurons we used two-photon laser plasma ablation based on published protocols and optimized to act on sub-

single-neuron spatial scales.117,118 We used high power laser (500 mW, measured after the objective) at 930 nm wavelength with a

short exposure time (1-2 ms for neurons 0-100 mm from the dorsal brain surface and up to 3-4 ms in ventral areas 150-200 mm deep)

using a Coherent Chameleon Ultra II laser. The time interval between successive ablation points was set to 5 seconds to allow heat

and chemicals released by cell ablation to dissipate and minimize unintended brain damage.

In the behavioral tests, the optomotor (OMR) assay was started 20minutes before ablation, followed by an ablation session lasting

5-10 minutes, followed by further OMR behavior trials for another 30-40 minutes after ablation. Ablation of SLO-MO neurons was

performed by first analyzing neural activity on a computer cluster to generate functional brain maps, then selecting specific sets

of functionally-defined neurons for two-photon laser ablation at single-cell resolution (Figure 5A) using the techniques described

in Vladimirov et al.75 Ablation of IO neurons was based on known anatomy and did not require prior functional analysis. Ablation re-

sults are shown in Figures 5A–5E, 6H–6J, S7A–S7H, and S7P–S7R.

Optogenetics
For the function-guided optogenetic stimulation of SLO-MO neurons (Figures 2K, 2M, 5F–5H, and S7I–S7L) we used a similar

approach for identifying SLO-MO neurons75 during the experiment, then used a digital micromirror device (DMD)-based

(LightCrafter Discovery Kit, Texas Instruments) method to deliver 488 nm light pulses to predefined Regions Of Interest (ROIs)

with approximately single-cell precision (for more details, see Mu et al.52). Fish of genotype Tg(gad1b:Gal4)jf49; Tg(UAS:CoChR-

eGFP)jf44; Tg(elavl3:H2B-jRGECO1a)jf112 at 6 d.p.f. were imaged using a 561 nm excitation laser in a 10-minute experiment in which

swimming was induced by alternating 10-second periods of no movement and backward movement through VR with a brief pre-

displacement inserted during the no-movement period, as described in Figure 1. SLO-MO neurons were identified using pixel-

wise Spearman correlation after cross-correlation based registration,109,119 with maps cross-referenced to those showing CoChR

expression patterns in each fish. In each experiment, 5 to 14 CoChR-expressing SLO-MO neurons were selected for subsequent

stimulation (3-7 per condition), with the same number of nearby non-SLO-MOCoChR-expressing cells and an area outside the brain

selected as controls.

For Figures 2K, 2M, S7K, and S7L, after SLO-MO cells were identified, the fish chamber was placed in the dark. The following ex-

periments were performed without providing any visual stimulus. The 488 nm stimulation laser was pulsed at 10 Hz with 60ms pulses

during whole-hindbrain imaging. Each ROI was stimulated for 2.5 s, 3.5 s, 5 s or 10 s. Experiments lasted at least 60 minutes
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depending on the number of ROIs. Stimulation epochs were interspersed by rest periods of 40 s. In order to identify functional con-

nectivity unambiguously, we stimulated all identified SLO-MO cells, but individually, one cell at a time, each SLO-MO cell making up

one ROI.We then combined the resulting inhibitionmaps from all SLO-MO cells across fish, shown in Figure 2M. Since we stimulated

one cell at a time, we did not expect significant memory effects, although stimulating some individual SLO-MO cells for 3.5 s did give

rise to long-lasting persistent activity (10 s to 12 s). To calculate Figure S7L, for each stimulation location (ROI), we took the largest

inhibition it caused in the IO, then averaged it across all cells within a brain area or all control cells, across fish.

For Figures 5F–5H, S7I, and S7J, the same setup and DMD stimulation paradigm (10 Hz, 60 ms pulses) were used. After SLO-MO

cells are identified, a behavioral paradigm consisting of 10 s delay period alternating with 10 s swim period (as described in the main

text) was used to induce behavior. All identified backward tuned SLO-MO cells were stimulated at the same time, or all forward tuned

SLO-MO cells were stimulated at the same time, or control cells were stimulated. Stimulation epochs were interspersed by rest pe-

riods of 40 s.

Extraction of cells from voxel data
We extracted populations of cell bodies and sections of neuropil (‘cell segments’) from raw fluorescence data with a volumetric

segmentation pipeline first described in Mu et al.52 and available from https://github.com/mikarubi/voluseg. We first registered all

volumes to the volume recorded halfway through the experiment using ANTs.120 We then defined an intensity-based brain mask

and divided the masked volume into about 2000 spatially contiguous and slightly overlapping volumetric blocks. A block typically

contained about 100 tightly packed 5 mm diameter cell spheres.

We initialized the spatial footprint of each cell as a local-intensity peak of strongly correlated and contiguous voxels. We then used

constrained non-negative matrix factorization to segment each block in parallel. For n voxels, t timepoints, and c cell segments we

factorized,

Vn3 tzWn3 cHc3 t + Xn3 1I13 t (Equation 1)
where V is the full spatiotemporal fluorescence matrix for each b
lock W and H are, respectively, the spatial footprint and temporal

trace of cell segments, and X and I are the corresponding spatial footprint and temporal trace of the background signal.

We solved Equation 1 approximately using alternating least-squares.121 We regularized the spatial cell footprintW by restricting it

to a contiguous segment within a 10 mmdiameter sphere, and by projecting to a sparse subspace.122We compute the baseline of the

resulting fluorescence with a sliding-window percentile filter that estimated the 10th percentile of the data in the units reported by the

camera in 5-minute windows (i.e. this estimate of Fbaseline includes Fbackground whichmust be subtracted in the denominator). We then

computed DF/F as:

DF

�
F =

Fraw � Fbaseline

Fbaseline � Fbackground

Registration of brains onto a reference brain
To compare results across analyses we registered all experiments to a representative brain volume, using iterative rigid-body, affine,

and diffeomorphic non-rigid image registration, implemented in ANTs.120

Computation of the brain activity maps
We computed the functional maps from the time-varying GCaMP6f and jGCAMP7f intensity signal in segmented cells using the

methods described above. The time series of all cells segmented in the brain (segmented neurons) were first separated into multiple

individual trials. Specifically, an activity array was constructed containing the DF/F information, but organized to have size [l(number

of neurons segmented)3m(number of trials)3t(number of time points in each trial)]. Another array containing information on pre-

sented stimuli (such as past location displacement) or behavioral aspects (such as current fish body location) of the matching trials

was constructed, of size [m(number of trials)3t(number of time points in each trial)]. A Spearman correlation between the two

matrices was computed for all individual cells at each time point across trials, resulting in a correlation coefficient matrix and a cor-

responding p-value matrix.

Figure 2D was computed using the trial structure presented in Figure 1E, with a 5-second delay period after the pre-displacements

and a 10-second swimperiod. To locate neurons encoding self-location during the entire trial including both the 5 second delay period

after pre-displacement and the 10 second swimperiod, theSpearman correlationwas computed for every neuron in the brain between

its [m3t] DF/Fmatrix and an [m3t] matrix of current fish location (wherem is the number of trials, and t is the number of time points in

each trial). A correlation coefficient array of length twas then computed for each individual segmented neuron, as well as its p-value. In

this map (Figure 2D), only neurons with persistent correlation to its current self-location are included. The selection criteria is that for all

time points after position displacement, at least 80% of all time points (12 seconds out of 15 seconds) must satisfy p<0.005. The cor-

relation coefficient for each cell shown in the heat map is the average correlation coefficient of that cell for all the time points consid-

ered. This process was repeated for each individual fish, and all cells meeting these criteria were extracted and used for subsequent

analysis.
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Figure 2E was computed from the trial structure presented in Figure 2C, containing a long delay period (17 seconds) after the pre-

displacements to locate long time constant position displacement memory cells. The Spearman correlation was computed for every

neuron in the brain between a [m3t] matrix of DF/F and a [m3t] matrix of pre-displacement data, then a correlation coefficient array

with length t was computed for each individual neuron, as well as its p-value. In this map, only neurons with persistent correlation to

the pre-displacement (p<0.005 during the entire last 10 seconds before the subsequent swim period, which is from 7 seconds to 17

seconds) are included. The correlation coefficient for each cell shown in the heat map is the average correlation coefficient of the 10 s

considered for that cell. This process was repeated for each individual fish, and all cells meeting these criteria were extracted and

used for subsequent analysis.

Figure 2Fwas computed from all fish from the trial structure presented in Figure 1E, focusing on the response of neurons at the start

of the swim period before the fish starts to swim to locate cells predicting future swim distance. A DF/F array of size [l(number of

neurons)3m(number of trials)32(first two time points after swim period onset before fish swims)] was constructed. Another array

of size [m(number of trials)32] containing information of the swim distance in the swim period of the current trial was constructed.

The Spearman correlation was then computed for every neuron in the brain between an [m32] matrix of DF/F and an [m32] matrix

of future swim distances. (The purpose of duplication of swim distance here (32) is to match dimensionalities of that of the DF/F

array.) A correlation coefficient array with length 2 was then computed for each individual neuron, as well as its p-value. In this

map, only neurons with p<0.005 for both time points were included. This process was repeated for each individual fish, and all cells

meeting these criteria were extracted and used for subsequent analysis.

To combine data across fish, the maps obtained above from individual fish were processed across fish via a statistical test

described in Marques et al.105 to produce the final maps shown in Figures 2D–2F. This statistical test ascribes a p-value to each

neuron based on the distribution of similar functionally-defined neurons in other fish. This p-value was used to discard neurons

that had no consistent nearby partners in other fish: only neurons with p<0.001 were kept. In this shuffle test, the null hypothesis

is that the average minimal distance of each neuron in each individual fish to neurons of the same functional class in other fish is

the same as its minimal distance to a random neuron (5000 times shuffle repetition) in other fish.

In Figure 2H, the number of neurons that can predict future swim distance was calculated from Figure 2F; while the neurons that

have pre-displacement memory were defined as neurons that encode pre-displacement for longer than 5 seconds. Note that mem-

ory-encoding cells in Figure 2E encode the pre-displacement for at least 17 seconds.

Hybrid anatomical-functional tracing of SLO-MO neurites
In Figure 2J, a time course for each functionally identified SLO-MOcell bodywas computed, then theDF/F time series of each voxel in

the volume was correlated to the cell body DF/F time series. The grayscale in the figure is the maximal correlation for each voxel to a

SLO-MO cell body. The resulting volume is, in addition to the structure resulting from this correlation, naturally constrained by the

sparse anatomical structure of the Tg(gad1b:Gal4; UAS:GCaMP6f) transgenic (which additionally shows some mosaic expression

due to UAS).

Fish simulations: PID Controllers
Basic PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) Controller

PID controllers53 are a type of control mechanism found in a variety of scientific and engineering fields used to correct a signal sðtÞ to
a set value S based upon an error function eðtÞ = S � sðtÞ by the addition of a control variable uðtÞ. In the most basic PID

controller, the control function is an additive function of three terms: the proportional (P), the integral (I), and the derivative

(D) terms: uðtÞ = KPeðtÞ+KI

Z t

o

eðtÞdt +KDdeðtÞ=dt, which functions to drive the process to the set value S. In this work, we utilize

two formulations of PID controllers (one with bout-like swimming in Figure 1, and another using a continuous approximation to swim

output for analytical tractability in Figures S4B–S4F) in order to simulate a fish’s swim behavior in response to visual drift.72,99 These

formulations are detailed below.

Figure 1D simulations

To simulate a fish’s behavior in various conditions (Figure 1D), we utilize a PID controller, although without a derivative element (i.e.,

without an acceleration term), and with swim bout-like motor output. The probability of a swim bout at time t is:

pðswimðtÞ Þ = � avðtÞ � b

Z t

o

vðtÞdt
where p was additionally thresholded to lie between 0 and 1 and
 where a and b are constants controlling the effect of velocity and

position, respectively and vðtÞ is the flow velocity including both passive displacement and swim-induced (closed-loop) motion. In the

model fish with no spatial memory (Figure 1D, top) the value of a during the swim period was set to 0.022 and the value of b to zero,

reflecting the fact that only the fish’s perceived velocity, and not the memory of prior position, determines the probability of swim-

ming. In the model fish with spatial memory (Figure 1D, bottom), the value of a was set to 0.01 and the value of b to 0.014, reflecting
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the fish’smemory of its initial location. In all conditions, the displacement per swim bout was 0.8, with aminimum inter-bout interval of

1 second (30 simulated time units) used in order to approximate the fish’s natural swimming behavior. Note that increasing the value

of b decreases the time until trajectories from each pre-displacement condition converge. Ignoring the refractory period, the fish

without spatial memory can also be viewed as a homogeneous Poisson process with parameter with constant parameter l = av

, while the fish with spatial memory will be recognized as a nonhomogeneous Poisson process allowing for a memory of the spatial

position.

Figures S4B–S4F simulations

To simulate the PID-style control system of Figures S4B–S4F, we used a simulation in which, for simplicity, model fish were

not constrained to swim at random Poisson times, but instead we used a continuous approximation to swimming, swimðtÞ =

fð�av0ðtÞ � b
RN
0

vðt � t0Þe� t0=tdt0Þ , where f(x)=x for x>0 and f(x)=0 otherwise, v0(t) is the flow velocity, v(t) = v0(t) + swim(t) is the

perceived velocity (positive velocity represents forward movement), and a and b are finite parameters. The proportional term

av0(t) in the swim equation is based on the flow velocity v0(t) to model a fish that does not immediately react to its own velocity

commands; this is a biologically realistic choice because real fish swim in bouts, in between which they move with the flow so they

can perceive the pure water flow velocity. This choice also makes the Figures S4B–S4F model consistent with the bout-based

Figure 1D model, in which v0(t) is observed prior to discrete swim bouts. The integral term b!v(t-t’)e-t’/tdt’ integrates over all

perceived velocity (i.e. both flow between swim bouts and self-generated visual motion during bouts). The exponent in the integral

represents leaky integration, i.e. a memory with a forgetting time constant t (this formulation is equivalent to the discrete-time

approximation where new memory = (1-dt/t)$(old memory) + dt$velocity, from which can be seen that longer time constants t

lead to a longer lasting memory trace).

These equations can be solved to illustrate why gradual positional drift naturally occurs in such control systems. We specifically

find the steady-state drift velocity in the case of constant flow (e.g. the fairly constant drift seen at later times in the real data in Fig-

ure S4A and the model data in Figures S4B–S4F). We assume the flow is backward and swimming is forward. Since swimming is

positive, we can drop the nonlinearity so that swimðtÞ = � av0ðtÞ � b

ZN
0

vðt � t0Þe� t0=tdt0. The velocity of the fish in the presence

of (water) flow of constant speed v0 is vðtÞ = v0 + swimðtÞ. We assume the fish drift becomes steady (i.e. the swimming becomes

steady based on the flow velocity), and once it does, vðtÞ = veq = constant. This implies that veq = v0 � av0 � b
RN
0

vðt �

t0Þe� t0=tdt0 = v0 � av0 � b
RN
0

veqe
� t0=tdt0 = v0 � av0 � bveq

RN
0

e� t0=tdt0 = v0 � av0 � bveqt, which can be solved for the steady

state velocity, veq = ð1�aÞv0
1+bt . Thus there are certain conditions under which the steady state velocity can be zero: either the virtual

water flow velocity is zero (v0 = 0), or thememory is perfect (t = N), or a is perfectly tuned (to 1). All three of these conditions would

be unrealistic in biological systems; in more realistic scenarios there tends to be positional drift when there is a steady flow, even

when positional memory is precise.

Fish location decoding from SLO-MO activity
To decode a fish’s virtual position from its brain activity in response to a pseudo-random motion stimuli encompassing both open-

loop (where the fish was not in control of its motion in VR) as well as closed-loop (where the fish actively controlled its location in VR)

periods, we utilized a ridge regression with a leave-one-out cross validation (LOOCV) paradigm. For each trial, we set the fish’s

position to zero prior to the beginning of the open-loop pre-displacement period and integrated the velocity for both open-loop

pre-displacement, delay, and closed-loop swim periods prior to down-sampling the position to the acquisition rate of the brain im-

aging data, yielding position traces as seen in Figure 4F. Each trial was then sequentially excluded from a training set, where we fit a

linear decoder to the equation:

bpðtÞ =
Xn

i = 1

wiaiðtÞ
where w is the parameter weight, a(t) is the activity at time t, and
 i is a subscript for each neuron. Note that in the decoding the true

position is offset by one time point (�300 ms) relative to the decoded position to account for delayed calcium responses, and a

baseline corresponding to the first time point at each trial is subtracted from the trial’s activity. To avoid overfitting and issues

with multicollinearity, we regularized the fit using a ridge regression. We repeated the regressions multiple times, setting the value

of the regularization constant l from 0.5 to 50 in steps of 0.5 and computing the RMSE between the testing trials’ true and estimated

positions for each selected value of l. The value of l minimizing the average RMSE was then selected independently across fish.
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Motosensory gain adaptation simulation
To simulate behavior with motosensory gain adaptation but without positional integration (Figure S1K, green and magenta dashed

lines), we assumed that fish would linearly adjust swim vigor over a period of 5 seconds from [original swim vigor] to the optimally-

adjusted swim vigor under the new gain, which is [original swim vigor]3[original motosensory gain]/[new motosensory gain]. For

example, if the original swim vigor is 1 and the original motosensory gain is 1 but then changes to a new motosensory gain of 2,

the model assumes that fish will linearly shift its swim vigor from 1 to 0.5 over a period of 5 seconds. The approximately 5-second

period of adaptation is assumed based on previous observations of the speed of adaptation following motosensory gain

changes.51,63 This model produces a parabolic position trajectory (because [fish velocity] = [drift velocity] + [swim vigor]3[motosen-

sory gain]) as shown in Figure S1K.

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Data were tested for statistical significance across fish by, as indicated in the text and figures/legends,

d Two-tailed paired t-test (Figures S1G–S1J, S1L, S7H, S7J, and S7P)

d One-way ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post-hoc test (Figure S7L)

d Wilcoxon rank-sum test (Figure 6J)

d One sample t-test (Figures 1F, 1H, 5E, 5H, S1E, S7N, and S7O)

d Shuffle test (Figures 2D–2F)

d Pearson regression (Figures 4G and 4H)

Details including numbers are specified in the text and figure legends. Error bars in figures represent SEM unless otherwise stated.

All the statistical analyses were performed using custom-written scripts in Python. Distribution of all population data first went

through a normality test, and the Wilcoxon rank-sum test was used if the data were not normally distributed.
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Figure S1. Positional homeostasis, extended characterization, related to Figure 1

(A) Positional homeostasis example, in which an example fish approximately stabilizes its location in a stochastic virtual water current.

(B) Positional homeostasis assay with a 30-s swim period in an example fish.

(C) Centered trajectories for N = 13 fish showing persistent convergence.

(D) Triple forward pre-displacement/backward pre-displacement assay. Example fish, showing converging trajectories, indicating successful integration across

three consecutive pre-displacements. (Shaded regions: SEM in all panels.)

(E) Population data (14 fish) showing near-complete correction for earlier pre-displacement. (One-sample t test, ***p < 0.001, p = 9.7e�10 for forward pre-

displacements, p = 1.9e�10 for backward pre-displacement. Error bars: SEM in all panels.)

(F) Assay to test integration over varying durations. An example fish successfully integrates pre-displacement and corrects for it in the swim period.

(G) Population data (4 fish) showing accurate correction, i.e., path integration. (Two-tailed paired t test, ***p < 0.001, p = 1.08e�7 for all forward pre-

displacements.)

(H) Animals respond faster (slower) after a backward (forward) pre-displacement, consistent with Figure 1F. (Two-tailed paired t test, **p < 0.01, p = 1.76e�3 for

backward pre-displacement, ***p < 0.001, p = 3.1e�4 for forward pre-displacement.)

(I) Animals respond more vigorously after a backyard pre-displacement, consistent with Figure 1F. (Two-tailed paired t test, *p < 0.05, p = 0.0151 for backward

pre-displacement, n.s. p > 0.05, p = 0.115 for forward pre-displacement.)

(J) Total swim distance (normalized) corresponds to the earlier pre-displacement, consistent with Figure 1F. (Two-tailed paired t test, *p < 0.05, p = 0.031 for

backward pre-displacements, and p = 0.012 for forward pre-displacements.)

(K) After motosensory gain changes (high:31.5, low:30.5), animals still integrate position. Dashed lines: position of model fish performing gain adaptation (linear

adjustment of vigor over 5 s) but no path integration. Solid lines: position of real fish.

(L) Swim vigor during low or high motosensory gain shows gain adaptation. (Two-tailed paired t test, ***p < 0.001, p = 1.6e�5.)

(M) Average fish position in low versus high gain trails initially diverges, then converges. Dashed lines: normalization to model fish performing gain adaptation but

no path integration.

(N) Example trials during high and low motosensory gain (data from K–M) showing accurate positional homeostasis in both cases.
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Figure S2. Additional features of positional homeostasis, related to Figure 1

(A) Trajectories of an example fish swimming against different flow velocities in the swim period.

(B and C) Behavior when flow velocity in the swim period is lower or higher than that in the pre-displacement period.

(D) Swimming in the pre-displacement or delay periods does not influence eventual fish location, i.e., fish track the visual stimulus and use integrated visual flow.

(E) Stimuli used to test if visual flow is sufficient for positional homeostasis. The periodic pattern looks the same when translated by an integer number of finely

spaced periods. During the pre-displacement period, the fish transitions an integer number of periods. In the delay period, the screen becomes blank to

additionally test whether animals are locking on to a specific feature of their environment. In the swim period, the pattern becomes visible again. Single-fish and

population data shows convergence, i.e., positional homeostasis can be based only on integrated visual flow.
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(legend on next page)
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Figure S3. Examples of single, non-averaged trials, related to Figure 1

(A) Trajectories of three example fish (see Figure S4A for average trajectories of those and other fish). Trials are consecutive in groups of three, stacked vertically.

For visualization, the start of the first of each triplet is shifted to zero. Little fictive ‘‘probe swims’’ are visible andmagnified in the dashed circles; these probe swims

are often present right after the start of a backward pre-displacement and at the start of swim periods and may inform the fish that it’s in an open-loop (pre-

displacement) or closed loop (swim) period. We hypothesize that the probe swim in the pre-displacement may reduce subsequent swim attempts in the pre-

displacement and delay periods, whereas in the swim period it may enhance further closed-loop swimming. In these fish, slow drift is present that can beminimal

(left fish), backward (middle fish), or forward (right fish), i.e., positional homeostasis is not perfect. Figure S4A quantifies this drift and Figures S4B–S4F proposes

an explanation in a control theory framework. The lower two rows illustrate ‘‘unstable trials,’’ showing that swimming behavior is variable and likely driven not only

by visual flow but also other factors (e.g., fluctuating ‘‘internal states,’’ ‘‘noise,’’ etc.).

(B) Single-trial SLO-MO activity traces during 6.5 min of data for two example neurons with different tuning properties in one fish.
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Figure S4. Drift in positional homeostasis and PID control theory, related to Figure 1

(A) Average trajectories showing drift in the swim period that can be slowly forward or slowly backward or minimal. Fish were not imaged. When fish were imaged

and exposed to blue light-sheet laser light, drift tended to be larger. One unparalyzed fish was tested; this fish drifted forward. Despite the drift, average tra-

jectories converged for every fish; average trajectories are shown in the same color for each fish for each of the three possible pre-displacements, with the

different pre-displacements shown in distinct colors in the inset and in Figure S1C.

(B) Diagram of PID control system (see STAR Methods). Swimming is modeled as a continuous variable, a weighted linear combination of a velocity term and a

displacement term, and constrained to be non-negative. The displacement term is a leaky integral of fish velocity with memory time constant t.

(C) Example trajectories during simulated behavior with t = 16 s for four (a,b) combinations, shown as raw position (left) and centered to the no-displacement

trajectory (right). For this short time constant, trajectories converge only about halfway.

(legend continued on next page)
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(D) For a longer memory time constant t = 256 s, trajectories converge much more. Importantly, trajectories can drift forward or backward despite the fact that

positional memory is quite accurate.

(E) For the four (a,b) combinations, the final trajectory difference is mainly a function of the memory time constant. In the real data, trajectories converge within

about 5%–20%, suggesting a memory time constant of about a minute or more (gray shaded area).

(F) The average accumulated absolute drift over (a,b) pairs.
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(legend on next page)
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Figure S5. Positional homeostasis activity and variability, related to Figure 2

(A) Brain activity averaged over trials in an example fish shown as changes over time ðDF=FÞt� 1 and ðDF=FÞt . Left: in the 300ms following onset of backward flow

through VR (forward visual motion from the point of view of the fish). Middle: at an intermediate time, after stimulus onset, just before (0–300ms) swimonset. Right:

immediately following (0–300 ms) swim onset.

(B) Examples of functional brain maps for individual fish before combining them into the final map in Figure 2D.

(C) With a 5 s delay period, fish perform positional homeostasis with little variability.

(D and E) Percentage of neurons dropped from each animal was small, and that the majority of these neurons resided in the forebrain.

(F and G) With a 17 s delay period, the number of SLO-MO neurons encoding the displacement memory appears to correlate to positional homeostasis per-

formance, although the sample size is too small to be significant.

(H) Persistent positional encoding signals were detected in different brain regions, cerebellum, dorsal raphe nucleus, area of the interpeduncular nucleus, ha-

benula, and pallium.
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(legend on next page)
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Figure S6. Further characterization of SLO-MO activity, dependence on complex trajectories and swimming, related to Figure 3

(A) Trajectories through dimensionally reduced network space for seven individual fish, related to Figure 3. Dimensionality reduction done with principal-

component analysis (PCA).

(B) Distance in PC space (first 3 components) between backward pre-displacement and zero pre-displacement, and forward pre-displacement and zero pre-

displacement activity, for 9 fish. Since distances are zero or greater, noise causes distance to always be positive even before the pre-displacement at �2 s.

(Shaded regions: SEM.)

(C and D) SLO-MO cells showed a transient decrease in activity during swimming, after which they returned to activity levels encoding past displacements.

(E and F) Ranked correlation of cell activity to fish position for example fish of Figures 3B and 3C separated by trials with and without swimming in pre-

displacement and delay periods.

(G) Neurons (in an example fish) with increasing activity following three consecutive backward or forward pre-displacements, showing integration. (Shaded

regions: SEM in all panels.)

(H) Neurons (in an example fish) showing integration over backward pre-displacements. The green trials are offset by one additional displacement 5 s before the

triplet displacement; this is reflected in a persistent increase in neuronal activity.

(I) Integration across triplet displacements by neurons that respond positively to forward displacements.

(J) Additional example of integration by SLO-MO neurons during forward pre-displacements of varying durations followed by delay periods.

(K) Individual neuron traces showing integration across triplet pre-displacements, fast imaging of single planes at 33 Hz. The firing rate of neuron 1 is low enough

that individual spikes are visible in the calcium trace, showing persistently increasing spike rate after backward pre-displacements and persistently decreasing

spike rate after forward pre-displacements. The firing rate of neuron 2 appears to be higher and, although individual spikes are not visible due to sampling rate and

calcium indicator limitations, firing rate can be seen to increase following a backward pre-displacement relative to a forward pre-displacement.
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(legend on next page)
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Figure S7. Additional ablation and stimulation results, and dorsocaudal hindbrain anatomy, related to Figures 2, 5, and 6

(A) Ablation setup for ablating functionally identified SLO-MO populations using a two-photon laser and Tg(elavl3:GCaMP6f) fish.

(B and C) Calcium imaging of functionally identified and targeted SLO-MO cells before and after two-photon ablation showing single-cell precision.

(D) SLO-MO cells (of one example fish) whose activity increases after backward pre-displacement, before and after ablation of SLO-MO cells whose activity

increases after forward pre-displacement. A sensory response remains, but persistence is abolished.

(E) Population data, similar to (D), showing the loss of persistent activity but preservation of sensory responses across 3 fish. Inset: example single imaging plane

showing some spatial intermingling of forward-tuned SLO-MO cells (magenta) and backward-tuned SLO-MO cells (yellow).

(F andG) Similar to (D) and (E), but showing activity of forward-tuned cells before and after ablation of backward-tuned cells, again showing the loss of persistence

but preservation of sensory responses.

(H) Additional quantification of the effects of SLO-MO ablation. Ablation of backward-tuned cells, ablation of forward-tuned cells, and control ablations are

shown. (Two-tailed paired t test, **p < 0.01, *p < 0.05, n.s. p > 0.05. Error bars: SEM in all panels.)

(I) Diagram of optogenetic stimulation and functional imaging setup.

(J) Optogenetic excitation of functionally identified SLO-MO neurons causes changes in the time to first swim bout in the swim period, consistent with changes in

distance swum shown in Figures 5G and 5H. (Two-tailed paired t test, ***p < 0.001.)

(K) Functionally identified SLO-MO neurons in Tg(gad1b:Gal4; UAS:CoChR; elavl3:jRGECO1b) fish from the elavl3:jRGECO1b red channel overlaid with the

gad1b:Gal4; UAS:CoChR green channel. Single-cell specificity is obtained by sparse expression of CoChR (using the Gal4-UAS system) and stimulation with a

high-resolution DMD setup.123

(L) Optogenetic stimulation of SLO-MO neurons (one neuron at a time of any functional type; hence no significant integration expected) causes inhibition of

specific IO neurons (population data). Stimulation of CoChR-positive non-SLO-MOneurons causes no significant IO response. (p = 1.7e�7 by one-way ANOVA, 9

fish. ***p < 0.001, by Tukey’s post hoc test. Same data as Figure 2K. Shaded regions and error bars: SEM in all panels.)

(M) Correlation between lateral and medial IO activity and reaction time, complementing the joint decoder of Figure 6G.

(N and O) Backward displacements suppress medial IO activity; forward displacements suppress lateral IO activity. Population data to complement Figures 6A–

6D. (One-sample t test, ***p < 0.001.)

(P) Additional quantification of effects of IO lesions on response time and swim power. (9 fish, two-tailed paired t test, ***p < 0.001, *p < 0.05. Error bars: SEM in all

panels.)

(Q) Calcium imaging of IO neurons using Tg(elavl3:H2B-GCaMP6f) fish before and after IO ablation.

(R) Persistent SLO-MO activity encoding self-location remains intact after ablation of IO cells.

(S) Known and hypothesized neuroanatomy of the dorsocaudal larval zebrafish hindbrain. This schematic, based on multiple zebrafish and mouse publications

and atlases, accompanies the hypothesis that SLO-MO overlaps with the homolog of the nucleus prepositus hypoglossi (NPH), a major GABAergic input to the

IO.94,95 SLO-MO neurons are also GABAergic and project to and inhibit the IO. Our results are consistent with a monosynaptic connection between SLO-MO and

IO, and we showed that activating SLO-MO functionally inhibits IO. SLO-MO neurons are spatially arranged relative to the nucleus of the solitary tract (NTS),

noradrenergic area A296 (called NE-MO in Mu et al.52), and are close to the fourth ventricle97; the NPH also has these properties (Allen Mouse Brain Atlas, http://

www.brain-map.org 93). Historically, the NPH has been studied in the context of eye movement control, but (parts of) the NPHmay bemultifunctional. Circuits for

positional homeostasis and for oculomotor control have in common that they must integrate visual slip into a persistent signal,124–126 so the possibility exists that

these circuits showed some overlap, possibly with similar mechanisms for persistent activity.
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